Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 2 July 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Mr S Jones, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Dobson
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 2 LA MANTE (30.9kg), Race 9 MYSTERY DREAMA (24.5kg)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 5 SUNSET PRADA (1/7)
Stewards Permission: Race 10 GO GETTEM SPICE (2/7)
LATE SCRATCHINGS: R23 - Race 5 PROMETHIUM x 10 days (1.10pm)
SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R74(3) - Race 2 DHUFISH x 1 Field
R69B - Race 3 TOUGH GRIT x 1 Field
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 COOL TALENT, Race 2 OXLEY STEEL, Race 4 OLYMPIC MARINER, Race 8 REDHAGE

Race 1 - Mixed 4/5/Country/302 - Mixed 4/5 - 6:01 PM
(302M): COOL TALENT began quickly. COOL TALENT & NAK FACTOR collided on the first turn. IDEAL GRACE, DAISY EYES & WINSOME JACKIE collided on the first turn. MYSTERY GUESS & REBEL CAUSE collided on the first turn. REBEL CAUSE checked off the heels of NAK FACTOR on the first turn. REBEL CAUSE & DAISY EYES collided approaching the home turn. DAISY EYES shifted out and collided with WINSOME JACKIE & HARPER'S HAND on the home turn. IDEAL GRACE checked off the heels of REBEL CAUSE on the home turn. HARPER'S HAND raced wide on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that DHUFISH had an eye injury/condition and has been stood down for 0 days and under R74(3) has been placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial with Vet Clearance required.

Race 2 - Maiden Series (Heat)/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:22 PM
(405M): OXLEY STEEL began quickly. MISS CONDUCT began slowly. INSTA QUEEN & LEO THE GOOSE collided soon after the start. LA MANTE & DHUFISH collided soon after the start, DHUFISH stumbled and lost ground. INSTA QUEEN & LEO THE GOOSE collided on the first turn. LA MANTE & GO DANNO GO collided on the first turn. MISS CONDUCT checked off the heels of INSTA QUEEN on the first turn. LA MANTE & LEO THE GOOSE collided approaching the home turn. MISS CONDUCT & INSTA QUEEN collided approaching the home turn. MICAL GIRL raced wide on the home turn. INSTA QUEEN checked off the heels of LEO THE GOOSE on the home turn. MISS CONDUCT & INSTA QUEEN collided in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that DHUFISH had an eye injury/condition and has been stood down for 0 days and under R74(3) has been placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial with Vet Clearance required.

Race 3 - Maiden Series (Heat)/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:44 PM
(405M): KICK NOW began quickly. TRACK QUEEN & TOUGH GRIT began slowly. SHEED'S GOAL & YUNDERUP SNOW collided soon after the start. VOLLER & PICNIC MONELLI collided soon after the start. VOLLER & TRACK QUEEN collided soon after the start. SHEED'S GOAL checked off the heels of KICK NOW approaching the first turn. VOLLER checked off the heels of TRACK QUEEN on the first turn. SHEED'S GOAL & PICNIC MONELLI collided approaching the home turn. VOLLER shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. TOUGH GRIT eased in the home straight due to injury.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that TOUGH GRIT had a left hindleg pectineus/adductor injury (groin) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Stewards inquired into a report that TOUGH GRIT had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment in the home straight. Trainer Mr C Dagostino acknowledged the report and subsequently following the report of an injury of a left hindleg - pectineus/adductor (groin) injury and a 10 day stand-down period, TOUGH GRIT was placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial in accordance with R69B.

Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 7:01 PM
Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:18 PM
(405M): NANGAR JILL & SIMPLY SOPHIE began quickly. DILSTON DEVISE began slowly. COSMIC COLADA & DARK BEYOND collided soon after the start. NO ADDED SUGAR & DARK BEYOND collided on the first turn, DARK BEYOND lost ground. COSMIC COLADA & DILSTON DEVISE collided on the first turn. NANGAR JILL & ZOOM TUX collided approaching the home turn. DARK BEYOND & DILSTON DEVISE collided approaching the home turn. NANGAR JILL & COSMIC COLADA collided on the home turn. NO ADDED SUGAR & SIMPLY SOPHIE collided approaching the finish line.

Race 6 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 7:40 PM
(490M): HELLO APRIL, CHICAGO NIGHTS & ANYONE’S GUESS began quickly. ME OLE CHINA began slowly. HELLO APRIL & CHICAGO NIGHTS collided on the first turn. BETTING BRIDIE & ANYONE’S GUESS collided on the first turn. BIG DOVE & ME OLE CHINA collided on the first turn. ANYONE’S GUESS & VILLAFLY collided on the first turn. CHICAGO NIGHTS & BIG DOVE collided on the first turn. BIG DOVE & BETTING BRIDIE collided on the second turn. BETTING BRIDIE & VILLAFLY collided on the second turn. CHICAGO NIGHTS & VILLAFLY collided on the home turn. ANYONE’S GUESS raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:03 PM
(405M): NOBELIUM began quickly. MISS BLUE began slowly. FREAK ON KNEE & WISE UP collided soon after the start. DIAMOND RITA & OIL SPILL collided on the first turn. FREAK ON KNEE & WISE UP collided on the first turn. MISS BLUE galloped on the heels of WISE UP on the first turn. OIL SPILL & WILLIE GUNDI collided approaching the home turn. VIKING VINE & OIL SPILL collided approaching the home turn.

Race 8 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 8:18 PM
(405M): REDHAGE began quickly. TIN, SAUSILITO & LAKOTA GUNDI collided soon after the start. WINLOCK TWISTY & SWIFT DESTINY collided soon after the start. SAUSILITO checked off the heels of LAKOTA GUNDI on the first turn, LAKOTA GUNDI lost ground. VICENSONI & SAUSILITO collided on the home turn. LAKOTA GUNDI raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 9 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:40 PM
(405M): PEBBLES GUNDI & TANGO DANCER began quickly. BROCK TONIC & MYSTERY DREAMA collided soon after the start. STOCKTON galloped on the heels of MYSTERY DREAMA soon after the start, MYSTERY DREAMA lost considerable ground. CONSTANT RAMA & PEBBLES GUNDI collided soon after the start. CONSTANT RAMA & TANGO DANCER collided on the first turn. PEBBLES GUNDI & TRUMP TUX collided several times approaching the home turn. CONSTANT RAMA & BROCK TONIC raced wide on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that MYSTERY DREAMA had a right foreleg shoulder muscle injury and a right hindleg tensor fascia L.M. injury (triangle) and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 9:05 PM
(490M): ZAMAZAN began quickly. ZAMAZAN & IT'S A THRILL collided on the first turn, second turn, approaching the home turn, on the home turn and in the home straight. WEST ON JACK & DYNA GAVIN collided on the first turn and in the back straight. WHIZZING checked off the heels of ZAMAZAN in the home straight.

FINAL.